
Neighbourhood Watch 
The Rural Watch scheme, together with initiatives using Smartwater and Datatag, have 
helped to deter criminals as they know these schemes increase the chances of them 
being caught. However, we all need to remain vigilant and be prepared to report 
suspicious activity immediately, if we are to keep crime low. We can only achieve this by 
working together with you. 

Datatag - Like all of the best inventions and ideas, the concept of Datatag is simple but 
utilises state of the art identification technologies to permanently mark and protect your 
property. Datatag makes your vehicles and property identifiable to the Police in such a 
way that is virtually impossible for a thief to defeat, therefore the risk involved in stealing 
this marked property becomes high to the criminals who tend to avoid stealing the 
property in the first place.  Criminals prefer to steal property where they can easily remove 
or change the original manufacturer's identification numbers or marks. Tampering with 
these important identification numbers makes the stolen property less likely to be 
identified and hinders the police in tracing the real owner.  Datatag changes this; it can 
include literally thousands of unique identification marks or tags which can be 
permanently hidden within your property. A thief now has the impossible task of removing 
every single identification mark without damaging the stolen property to avoid the risk of 
detection whereas a Police Officer now only needs to locate and identify one or two of the 
marks to assist with a prosecution.Datatag has made a major impact on reducing theft 
and the Crown Prosecution Service has a 100% successful prosecution rate when 
evidence has been supplied by Datatag.  

Smart Water is a forensic liquid that assigns your valuables with their own unique forensic 
code, allowing them to be traced back to you. The Police regularly check for Smart Water 
and actively raise awareness of it, therefore it is known throughout the criminal fraternity 
and research has shown that criminals will avoid attacking property that bares the Smart 
Water logo and will not risk challenging the 100% conviction rate. By displaying Smart 
Water deterrent stickers on your windows and doors you are sending out a powerful 
warning to any would-be thieves. Research has shown that 74% of thieves are deterred 
from committing a burglary where Smart Water warning signs are displayed. It is simple 
to apply and cannot be easily seen by the naked eye and is almost impossible to remove. 
Smart Water glows under ultraviolet light – allowing Police to take a sample to identify the 
true owner of the property and whether it has been stolen. 
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